
 

 

Order of the Caddis  

 
The Order of the Caddis (a.k.a. Member of the Year) is not an award, but a “Hall of Fame” which 
recognizes Michigan Trout Unlimited’s most active, effective and valued member.   Induction into the 
Order of the Caddis is a recognition bestowed upon individual(s), and is a lifetime honor. 
 
The inductee(s) must have made a significant contribution to Michigan Trout Unlimited as a member of 
the Board of Directors or someone who has provided exemplary service on a state-wide level. On the 
other hand, high levels of chapter activity should be recognized by individual chapters. 
 
The recognition need not be annual in nature. Should no individual merit induction, none should be 
inducted. No member will be inducted more than once. 

 

Criteria: 

 Long term (more than one year), state-wide level involvement on behalf of Michigan Trout 
Unlimited, including the holding of at least one position of responsibility on the Board of 
Directors or in some other way making a significant contribution to all of the chapters in the 
state. Holding a position of responsibility does not, in and of itself, qualify as individual for 
induction. 

 Significant achievements which demonstrate sustained commitment to Michigan Trout 
Unlimited and its activities. 

  
  



 

MITU Order of the Caddis Nomination Form 

Instructions:  All nominations for this award must be submitted using this form, be typed or word 

processed, adhere to any response word limitations, and be e-mailed to the chair of the MITU Awards 

Committee by midnight of the nomination deadline date. All information on this form must be completed 

by the nominating individual. Supplemental material may be presented in support of the nomination 

though selection will be based primarily upon information included on this nomination form. 

Nominations that fail to follow these instructions will not be given consideration by the MITU Awards 

Committee. 

 

Nominee Name & Contact Information: 

 

Nominated by (Name, Chapter Name, & Phone): 

 

Briefly describe how the nominee has made a significant contribution to Michigan Trout 

Unlimited as either a member of the Board of Directors for at least one year or someone who 

has provided sustained and exemplary service to Michigan Trout Unlimited and its activities at 

a state-wide level (maximum 750 words): 


